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요 약

지속적으로 발성한 모음예 대해 각 화자의 특징을 나타내는 벡터양자화 코드북을 만들고 이를 이용해 화자를 인식하는 방법 

을 제안하고 실험하였다. 특징 빅터로는 모음 /이 /로 부터 각각의 픠치 주기에 대해 얻어진 선형예측계수를 사용하였으며 

코드북의 크기는 4가 적절함을 실험적Q로 보였다. 인식실험어"서, 학습에 사용된 데이타를 이용했을 경우에는 99.4%의 인 

식율을 보였으며, 학습에 사용되지 않은 5。개의 피치 주기를 포함하는 음성신호로 부터는 89.4%의 인식율을 보였다，

ABSTRACT

A speaker identification scheme 니sing the speaker-based VQ codebook of a sustained vowel is proposed and tested. 

With the pitch synchronous LPC vector of the sustained vowel / i /' as a feature vector, a VQ codebook size of 4 

was fo니nd to be suitable to characterize each speaker s feature space. For O normal speakers (2() males, 20 females), 

wc achieved the correct identification rate of 99.4% with a training data set, and 89.4% with a test data set with 

speech samples of only 5() pitch periods.

I. Introduction

Automatic speaker identification by machine has 

received a great deal of attention by speech res 

earchers. The objective of a speaker identification 

system is to determine the indentity of the person 

by his /' her voice from ansung a knovvu 5야)

The usefulness of identitymg a peram from, the 

characteristics of his / her voice is increasing with 

the growing importance of automatic information 

processing and telecommunications between people 

and computers”'.

The pitch synchronous LPC analysis provides 

a good parametric representation for the very short 

segment oi vowe! phonations Therefore-, g used 

pitch synchronous LPC analysis of a vowel to 

extract fe거lure vectors. We then investigated the 

mtraspeaker and interspeaker variabilities of the 

pitch synchronous analyzed LPC spectral distortion 
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for a sustained vowel phonation. As an efficient 

way of characterizing the speaker-specific features, 

we used the speaker-based VQ codebook approach 

⑵

This paper is organized in the following manner. 

We first describe the proposed speaker identification 

scheme in section H. The experimental procedure 

and results are described with a discussion of our 

findings in section HI. Finally, the summary and 

conclusion are given in section W.

II. Speaker Identification Scheme

The proposed speaker ident迁ication system is 

shown in Figure 1. An input vector consists of 

a pitch synchronous LPC vector, x, and the matrix 

of correlation terms of speech samples, Cx, assoc

iated with the LPC vector x. In order to measure 

the similarity between two feature vectors, we 

extended the modified form of the Itakura-Saito 

distortion measure13) for the LPC vectors obtained 

using the covariance method. It is given by

d(x,y) = (x・y)t Cx (x-y) (])

The similarity between the test input and each 

speaker's codebook of N known speakers is calc

ulated using the distortion measure,

Di = min d(xtyj) , 1 w i % N
UjsL ⑵

where x is the input LPC vector, yj is the code

word of speaker #i's codebook, L is the size of 

the codebook and d(x,y) is a distortion measure 

defined in (1).

For the given input vectors, each input vector 

is cpmpared with N known codebooks using (2), 

and then assigned to the speaker who had the 

least distortion. Let NRj represent the number of 

디gure 1. Block diagram of the proposed speaker identific

ation scheme.
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assignment occurrences to the speaker for the 

given input vectors, then the speaker with the 

largest value of NR becomes the identified speaker. 

That is, the identification decision is given by

identi fied speaker # 二 argmax \R
l<i^N

When more than one speakers have 나冶 same value

NR, the speaker who has the smallest average 

distortion for the total input vectors is chosen as 

the identified speaker.

To reduce the search time and computational 

burden of all the speakers' codebooks in half, we 

identified. the input speaker's gender prior to det - 

ermining the speaker's identity. The minimum 

distance classifier for the template of the LPC 

spectra for each gender, obtained from the training 

data set, was used to determine the input speaker's 

gender". Therefore, we made two lists of known 

speakers having their own codebooks, one for male 

speakers and the other for female speakers, resp 

ectively. According to the input speaker's gender, 

the corresponding gender's codebooks were searched 

to identify the speaker using the procedure shown 

in Figure 1.

DI. Experimental Procedure and Res니Its

1. Data Base

Over a period of one month, we collected speech 

and electroglottography(EGC) data for the sust 

ained vowel /i/ from 40 speakers (2() males, 

20 females) during four different recording sessions 

,4'. The 2nd, 3rd, and 4th recordings were made 

two days after, one week after, ano about unc 

month after the first recording. Each session rec

orded the sustained vowel / i /' twice. Both speech 

and EGG signals were digitized synchronously with 

a sampling rate of 10kHz, respectively, and 16 

bits / sample. We divided the 8 utterances from 

each speaker into two groups. From one group we 

obtained 400 sets of pitch synchronous LPC coe

fficients and correlation terms (100 sets from each 

utterance) and then they were used for training 

(VQ codebook generation). For the remaining 

group, we determmded 200 sets of pitch synchro

nous LPC coefficients and correlation terms (50 

sets from each utterance) for testing.

2. Analysis Method

We did the pitch synchronous analysis using the 

covariance method for the speech samples with 

the following conditions :

Filter order

Analysis frame

Frame overlap

Analysis window

10 coefficients

1 pitch period

none

Hamming window

Speech preemphasis factor : 0.9

For the normalization of correlation terms across 

subjects, the speech signal was normalized using 

the squared energy, after removing the mean, on

Paraaeters defined the EGG sign흐!, analysis

Figure 2. Typical EGG and differentiated EGG waveforms 

during a vowel phonation.
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a pitch period basis. Pitch synchronous LPC ana

lysis was done with an aid of 击fferentiated EGG 

signal for the exact pitch period detection. It is 

known that the point of maximum negative value 

in a differentiated EGG signal agrees well with 

the closing time of vocal folds⑹.Typical EGG and 

d迁f&entiated EGG waveforms for the sustained 

vowel phonation are shown in Figure 2.

To evaluate the effect of different speaker 

identification parameters on the performance, we 

varied :

• The size of the VQ codebook

We used the codebook size of 1, 2, 4 and 8.

• The number of test input vector

We performed the speaker identification tests 

varying the number of test input vectors, i.e., 

the length of a test speech signal in time dom

ain, from 10 to 50 pitch periods.

• The time span between the training and testing 

material

By using the first two recording sessions for 

training, we examined the effect of intraspeaker 

variation to the identification performance.

3. Experimental Res니Its

Effect of VQ codebook size. Figure 3 shows the 

effect of codebook size on the mean and standard 

deviation of the VQ distortion obtained from the 

training data set of 40 speakers. A good sepaiztion 

was shown between intraspeaker distortion and 

interspeaker distortion. Intraspeaker distortion 

decreased greatly wen codebook size increased from 

1 to 4, while interspeaker distortion decreased 

slightly as codebook size increased. A further illu

stration on the effect of codebook size to the VQ 

distortion is given in Figure 4, which shows the 

averages, standard deviations, and histograms of 

intraspeaker and interspeaker distortions for code- 

book size 1 and 4. Both codebooks gave good 

separation between intra-and interspeaker average 

distortions across all the speakers. The average 

distortion with codebook size 4 gave better sepa

ration than that of codebook size 1.

(b)

Fig나re 3. Effect of the codebook size.

(a) Average VQ distortion versus codebook size.

(b) Standard deviation of the distortion versus 

codebook size.

The speaker identification error rate is plotted 

as a function of codebook size in Figure 5. The 

identification error rate decreased when the code- 

book size increased from 1 to 4. However, mcrea - 

sing the codebook size from 4 to 8 did not reduce 

the identification error rate.
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Codebook size ■ 1

Interspeaker

Intraspeaker
Figure 4. Average, standard deviation, and histogram of the 

VQ distortions for different codebook size.

Effect of test vector length. The identification 

error rate versus different test vector length is 

shown in Figure (). The result 아】ows that the 

identification error rate decreased slightly as the 

test vector length H甘wl .上*  '顷'顼二

vector length oi 3(J, the icientitication error mere 

ased.

Effect of different recording sessions. The ide

ntification error r^ite plotted as a function of the 

recording session - number is 아lown m Figure 7. 

The codebook was generated from the 200 LPC 

vectors, obtained from the first two recording 

wm”？广，.：.rit.：川T i.'.vij 以：：，ttsi vectors 

are obtained from the utterances recorded in the 

first two sessions, they gave a significantly better 

result than other two test sets. Figure 8 아lows 

th己 identification error rate versus the total number 
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of recording sessions used for training the VQ 

codebook. The error rate decreased as more recor

ding sessions were used for training.

12 4 8
Figure 5.Speaker identification error rate versus codebook 

size.

10 20 30 40 50

Figure 6. Speaker identification error rate versus test vector 

length.

Figure 7. Speaker identification error rate versus recording 

session number.

rwaca or kmvtm KMIOM twhm

12 3 4

Figure 8. Speaker identification error rate versus total num

ber of recording sessions used for training .

IV- Summary and Con이usion

We proposed a speaker identification scheme 

using the speaker-based VQ codebook of the 

sustained vowel. With the LPC vector of the 

sustained vowel 겄s a feature vector, the codebook 

size of 4 was found to be suitable to represent 

each speaker's feature space. With a codebock 

size of 4, we achieved a correct identification rate 

of 99.4% for the training data set, and 89.4% for 

the test data set. We d아ermined that the length 

of the feature vector (number of speech samples) 

did not greatly affect the identification performa

nce. Therefore, our speaker identification scheme 

may be applicable to vowel samples extracted from 

the running speech. The duration of speech sam

ples used for training the VQ codebook from each 

utterance was approximately 0.4 to 1.0 sec depe 

nding on each speakers pitch period. The duration 

of speech samples used for testing was about 

0. 2 to 0.5 sec.

The experimental results for the effect of clrfi 

erent recording sessions(i.e„ the interval Ix^tween 

recordings) indicated that even for sustained vow 

els, large variations occur within a speaker over 

time. This is m cigreement with the results ot " 
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that used isolated digit utterances. Thus, one needs 

to update the VQ codebook or to include sufficient 

intraspeaker variability for training the VQ code- 

book.

The proposed speaker identification system shows 

promise, especially when we consider that speaker 

was identified from the population of 40 speakers 

using only a single vowel phonation. However, 

identification error rate varied greatly from speaker 

to speaker. Further studies to reduce the effects 

of speaker dependence on the! system performance 

are needed. Consideration co나Id be given to using 

more than one vowel or to varying codebook size 

depending upon each speaker's average distortion.
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